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The distance between your eyes and the sun. 
 
The installation consists of a constellation of works, constituted of autonomous pieces that function together by 
synergy and evocation. The ensemble can be read as a spatial diary, where intimate narratives meet 
geographical and political ones.  
 
A white monochrome is suspended; this monochrome is nothing else than the artist’s white bed sheet, on which 
he has slept for nine consecutive nights. Imprinted by nine dreams, the bed sheet is then exposed to nine 
consecutive Parisian moons. A dream, exposed to the moonlight. 
 
The trust and the faith of the viewer are, in the work of Boutros, indispensable components for revealing the 
impalpable experiences that those pieces retain. When this non-verbal and falsely rational agreement is settled, 
more, and different possibilities can be found under time and space; in fact, a condition where a border is lost, 
for the good and for the bad. 
 
In 'Night Enclosed in Marble', the artist transported a Carrara marble box to a forest in Mount Lebanon, on a 
dark night without moon (Dark Moon). He then opened the block for just a few seconds to capture, in the 
void sculpted inside of the box, 1cm3 of this specific night. The captured night will rest in the darkness of the 
crate for eternity. 
  
In 'Mon Amour', products purchased in Parisian supermarket are chosen in a very precise way and disposed 
accordingly at the cash machine to reveal a secret message: Mon Amour. 
 
The metallic structures that support some of the works, giving a sensation of lightness to the installation, are 
homage to artist’s carpenter grandfather. 
 
'In three abstractions on three histories', 3 shirts, apparently similar, hanged high from the ground, Seem to 
belong to the same person, but, in reality, one belonged to the artist's grand father, the second to his father and 
the third to the artist. Each refers to a time, and contains a part of the Lebanese history. 
 
Boutros’ apparatuses are often the traces of performative experiences, which are never documented 
themselves, keeping a blur over the work. These manoeuvres allow the artist to explores an aesthetic of the 
invisible, and cultivates mystery.  
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About Charbel-joseph H. Boutros: 
 
b. 1981 in Mount Lebanon / Lives and works between Beirut, Lebanon and Paris, France 
 
The work of H. Boutros intertwines Romanticism with post-conceptual contemporary practices. In his work 
disappearance is a mode of visual suggestion, conveying historical meanings; finding poetic lines that extend 
beyond the realm of existing realities. Being born in the middle of the Lebanese war, his art is not engaged in an 
explicit political and historical reflection, but is more accurately haunted by the said political and historical 
reflection.  
 
H. Boutros was a researcher at Jan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht, The Netherlands in 2013 and a resident at 
The Pavillon, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France in 2015.  
 
His work has been shown in international venues, such as Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul, Turkey / Palais de Tokyo, 
Paris, France / Bahia Biennial, Salvador, Brazil / Beirut Art Center, Beirut, Lebanon / MAM-BA Museum of 
Modern Art, Salvador, Brazil / 104, Paris, France / more Konzeption Conception now, Morsbroich Museum, 
Leverkusen, Germany / La ou Commence le jour, LAM, Museum of modern and contemporary art Lilles, France 
/ Marres, Maastricht, The Netherlands / Centre For Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, Poland / 
Barjeel Art Foundation, Sharjah, UAE / Maraya Art Center, Sharjah, UAE/ Galerie Fons Welters, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands / Grey Noise, Dubai, UAE / LISTE, Basel, Switzerland / Galeria Jaqueline Martins, São Paulo, 
Brazil...  
 
Currently he is participating in the first Yinchuan Biennale “For an Image, Faster Than Light” in China.  
 
His works are in the collections of CNAP, Paris, France and Barjeel Art Foundation, Sharjah, UAE. 
 


